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Details of Visit:

Author: Elsewhere
Location 2: London Bridge
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 21 Jul 2012 2pm
Duration of Visit: 90 Minutes
Amount Paid: 250
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Charlotte - My Secret Life
Website: http://mysexysecretlife.com

The Premises:

Charlotte had booked a hotel a short walk away from London Bridge tube which was easy (even for
me) to find. She did let me know when making the booking that it used keycards for lift access, but
good communication beforehand meant we arranged to meet a short distance away from the hotel
so it was no inconvenience at all. The hotel itself was fine. A good sized room + bed with plenty of
space and subtle lighting. A shower with clean towels was on offer both before and after and
everything in the room was clean, all good.

The Lady:

Although Charlotte?s website shows no face pictures, it does give a very good idea of the lady you
are going to meet. Do not worry gents, she is very attractive facially and also has a lovely smile.
Very warm and friendly and made me feel relaxed and at ease within minutes. I had made a request
for her to be wearing a black bra, along with black stockings and heels, so was delighted to see
those under her dress. Very nice indeed. 

The Story:

First contact was by e-mail, her reply came back quickly and the tone of it gave me a very good first
impression. It was easy to set up this booking and after a few e-mails and a phone call, we were all
set. *Good* kissing is very important to me, and I had specifically checked beforehand about it. I
need not have worried, Charlotte?s kissing is great and I knew very quickly that today was going to
be a great visit. We were kissing for quite a while, letting our hands explore each other and it felt
great.

Charlotte?s website also mentions her love of giving ?long wet blowjobs?. Now there are ?decent?
blowjobs, ?really good? blowjobs and ?OMG! eyes rolling around in my head? type blowjobs.
Charlotte is one of a *very* select few in that last category (looking at you here too JF!). Given her
fantastic oral skills, I just had to let her carry on, building me up to a mind-blowing CIM. Absolutely
amazing. Some really nice cuddles and gentle kisses followed before round 2 was calling. Charlotte
was extremely responsive for RO and seemed to enjoy it very much. Another great blowjob before
some really good sex.

Overall, a fantastic visit to a fantastic lady. What I did want to draw special attention to was
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Charlotte?s attitude/mindset of making sure I got everything I wanted out of our time together and
that I left 100% happy and then some. Throughout the visit, I really felt like my sexual pleasure was
the top priority in her mind, and that (IMO) is the sign of a great lady, rather than feeling like you are
just going through the motions, and it really makes a HUGE difference. Also, I got a great feeling of
warmth and closeness, espcially between and after rounds, she is a delight to cuddle in close to
and hold. (Yeah, I know is sounds gushy/fluffy, but it is important to alot of people, myself included,
so think its right to mention it).

I would recommend Charlotte without hesitation to anyone who is looking for a GFE booking with
real feeling, great kissing and blowjobs beyond description. We are already sketching out rough
details for my next visit. Knowing what a great time I am going to have before I even walk through
the door is something to look forward to.
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